NAACP Lawyer Attacks City's School Plan

BY JANE CARVER

John Walker, Little Rock lawyer and NAACP attorney represen-
ting Negro high school students, made the statement from his Little Rock office
that he and his attorney's plans for the legal case have been approved by the
school board. He is not available for comment on the legal
situation.

If the state court rules against the city school
system, the NAACP attorney is expected to
file a petition for a rehearing.

Walker is expected to be available for his
appearance on the board of education on
Monday morning.

The statement was made in a letter from
Walker's office to the school board.

Lawyers Hold U.S. Official

WASHINGTON (AP) - The city of Little Rock today
arrived at a settlement after nearly a month of
negotiations with the city school board in an
apartheid-like case involving the NAACP and the
city's African-American students.

The settlement, reached after weeks of
negotiations, will allow the city school board to
continue with its plans for the new school year.

The settlement agreement calls for the city school
board to fund a new school in the area and to
provide transportation for students.

Moon Rocks 4.6 Billion Years Old

The moon is old: 4.6 billion years old. That means it is
bigger than the Earth and the Earth is older than the Sun.

The moon rocks are old: 4.6 billion years old.

Dewey's Hopeful Gagster

Dewey Barfield

The moon rocks are old: 4.6 billion years old.

Dewey Barfield
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Shepherd Mall 5th Anniversary SALE!

Save 20% to 55% and even more on all new fall and winter items!

Boys' Short Sleeve Knit Shirts
Reg. $5.00
Sale... $1.69

Young Men's Slacks
Reg. $10.00 each
Sale... 2 for $9.00

Men's Imported Lambswool Pullover
Reg. $16.00
Sale... $8.99

Zip-out ski-lining!
Men's Permanent Press Warm Jacket
Reg. $17.95
Sale... $12.99

Convertible collar zips up into a cowl!
Men's Cotton Velour Shirt
Reg. $4.50
Sale... $5.99

Imported fine Zimbabwe wool yarn!
Men's Wool Knit Shirts
Reg. $10.00
Sale... $5.99

Motorola Solid State Component Color TV's
Check these SAVINGS on our own exclusive A.M.C. Appliances!

Save $30!
PORTABLE COLOR TV
Compare at $95

Save $40!
CONSOLE COLOR TV
Compare at $995

Save $30!
NO-FROST 13.5 cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
Compare at $239

Dillard's
FURNITURE SHEPHERD MALL
APPLIANCES
N. W. 203 & VILLA

Great Saturday Specials
PRICES SLASHED - SATURDAY ONLY

Select from these 15 furniture & bedding items...SAVE MORE!

Shop Dillard's Brown-Dunkin in Shepherd Mall Saturday 10 'til 6
Singer Boosts Words

By ALEX ZELENE

The music of Harry Belafonte, the famous Caribbean singer, has a special appeal to the young people of this country. His songs reflect the values and aspirations of his people and have a universal appeal.

Traveling Exhibits Opening At Center

The traveling exhibition "The Letter for Home" is opening at the Center for the Arts. The exhibition features works by 200 artists from 20 countries. It is a celebration of the diversity of cultures and artistic expressions.

Lebanon To Be Spared?

UNITED NATIONS - Israel has agreed to a UN Security Council resolution that would allow for a temporary cease-fire in the Lebanon conflict. The resolution is expected to be adopted by the council later this week.

Meet The Composer Set At Norman Church

NORMAN - The composer John Cage will be the guest artist at the Norman Church of the Brethren. The event is part of the church's series of cultural programs.

* * *

The Midnight Earl

Dyan Grins And Bares It

By JANE WILSON

The New York City Opera is presenting the opera "The Marriage of Figaro". The production features soprano Dyan Griner as Susanna. The opera is set in the 18th century and tells the story of a young couple who are married in a series of comedic misunderstandings.

Loyalists Tap Cash For Poor?

The Republican Party is considering providing financial assistance to loyalists in the South. The move is intended to help them during the current economic crisis.

Republican Visitors Rap Harris

Ray Bean, a Republican candidate for governor of Tennessee, has visited the state to campaign. He is running against Democrat Michael Bass, who is the current governor.

How your teen-age son can become an executive with a business of his own

...
Shawnee Jolts Bombers, 27-0

Norman Powders
Ardmore

OU Battles Mizzou
Cowboys Host
Kansas State

Hurley Gets Hat Trick

Virus Falls
27 Texans

PIRATES ROLL, 34-21
Spartans Conquer Grant, 26-13

Moore Topped

Star Wins, 22-16

Porter's 3 TD Passes Lead Way

West Mangles Chicks

Redmen Go For Title

Tie Today

Nicklaus'17! Northeast's Explosion

Preserves 4-Shot Lead

Devastates Alva, 28-0

Stillwater Clobbered

By Clinton

CLASSSEN FI GHTS OFF EDISON

Edwards Fuels Win

Edmond Blanks Carl Albert

Utterly Stuffed

Donovan

Leopards Win Title

Past Navy, 30-10

Ruf-Nex Blasted

Kelly Nudges McGuinness

Upset Bid Falls, 17-14

Altus Nicks Reno

Yukon Strymes Perry, 21-3

Big 8 Sees X-Country

Iowa State No. 1?

SOONER FOOT BALL

OU vs. MISSOURI

At Columbia, Missouri

Saturday, November 8

KOCY 1340 PM

SALES CENTER

CENTRAL STATE

COLLEGE VS.

SOUTHEASTERN

TICKETS: 7:30 P.M.

97.7 KWAD

"See All Your Sporting Events"
 Hudiburg is first to break the price barrier.

Special '69 Purchase

FOR GANDARA BUICK

'69 SKYLARK
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Special Purchase

$3049

$3049

October

Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

Jeane Dixon's latest astrological forecast highlights the significant celestial influences for the upcoming month. With the emphasis on personal growth and self-awareness, she suggests that individuals should focus on nurturing their inner selves and exploring their intuitive talents. For businesses, the forecast suggests investing in research and development, as well as focusing on long-term strategies to secure future success.

Starting Today

Opening Our Closeout on Special Purchase and Company Executive Cars

These offers cannot be matched by anyone anytime!

Dodge Midwest, Inc.

P.O. Box 1123

7315 NW 39th Expressway

523-8161
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Douglas Threat Backfires?

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Tales Of Murder Darken Scandals

Jobless Rate Dip, But Slowdown Still Claimed

Magnavox Reduces Prices
on Prior Models!

SAVE

NOW WHILE THEY LAST!

BUY NOW and SAVE...1st PAYMENT FEB. 1790

MAGNAVOX

Instant Automatic Color always brings you perfect color pictures...

INSTANTLY and AUTOMATICALLY!

AGELESS MEDITERRANEAN STYLING WITH GLIDING TAMBOUR DOORS!

NOW REDUCED TO ONLY$549.50

(1st PAYMENT FEB. 1790)

Magnavox ASTROSONIC STEREO surpasses all other achievements in the recreation of sound!

YOUR CHOICE

OF THEIR

FREE STEREO MODELS FOR CASES, EARLY ELECTRIC STEREO, SPINNING BERTH OR SIMILAR CLOSING CASES.

MODEL 512

298.50

NOW REDUCED TO ONLY

$529.50

Magnificent STEREO THEATRE

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

NOW REDUCED TO ONLY $649.50

(1st PAYMENT FEB. 1790)

OPEN 9 A.M. - 9 P.M. MON. - FRI. SAT. 11 A.M. 6 P.M.

PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS

SERVING OKLAHOMA CITY FOR 11 YEARS

Jobless Rate Dip, But Slowdown Still Claimed

WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's jobless rate fell 0.2 percentage point to 5.5 percent in February but the economy's growth rate is still considered slow.
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Soviet Tone Is Mild

Nixon Flies To Bahamas

Family Visits Hijacker's Dad Asks Pardon

More Air Controllers Are Urged

Boy Killed In Army Bus Wreck

TURN YOUR LIFE AROUND

ENJOY DRY-BRIGHT WASH DAYS WITH A FLAMELESS ELECTRIC CLOTHES DRYER
A City Meets The Test

It was against this kind of a background that Oklahoma City was to hold meetings to talk about the possible solution of the problems of the black minority. Since the meeting was going to be in a predominantly white area, a meeting of the black community was held earlier in the evening to discuss the possible problems of the black community. The meeting was to be held in a predominantly black area, and it was to be attended by the black community to discuss the possible problems of the black community.

We have seen that the black community has been forced to live in areas that are not safe for them. We have also seen that the black community has been forced to live in areas that are not safe for them. We have seen that the black community has been forced to live in areas that are not safe for them. We have seen that the black community has been forced to live in areas that are not safe for them.

Will He Or Won't He?

It is important that President Nixon's position be clarified. His position on domestic issues is critical. His position on foreign policy is critical. His position on the economy is critical. His position on the environment is critical. His position on civil rights is critical. His position on social issues is critical. His position on foreign policy is critical. His position on the economy is critical. His position on the environment is critical. His position on civil rights is critical. His position on social issues is critical.

State Editors Say

Nixon Practically Confesses Failure

In a statement released today, Nixon practically confessed his failure. He said that he had been wrong in his handling of the economy, and that he had been wrong in his handling of the environment. He said that he had been wrong in his handling of the economy, and that he had been wrong in his handling of the environment. He said that he had been wrong in his handling of the economy, and that he had been wrong in his handling of the environment. He said that he had been wrong in his handling of the economy, and that he had been wrong in his handling of the environment.

SDS Violence Boomerangs

Harvey, Paul

The San Diego State (SDS) violence has boomeranged. The violence has been used by the SDS to justify their actions. The violence has been used by the SDS to justify their actions. The violence has been used by the SDS to justify their actions. The violence has been used by the SDS to justify their actions.

Church Bazaar Today

The Rehoboth Community Association of Oklahoma City invites the public to the annual church bazaar and flea market at the church today.

A "New Wind"

On November 11, the New Wind will be released. It is the latest album from the New Wind, and it is expected to be a hit. It is the latest album from the New Wind, and it is expected to be a hit. It is the latest album from the New Wind, and it is expected to be a hit. It is the latest album from the New Wind, and it is expected to be a hit.

Aga Khan's Bride Has More Jack Than Jackie Has

Aga Khan, the head of the Aga Khan, has married an American woman. The woman is beautiful, and she is young. She is beautiful, and she is young. She is beautiful, and she is young. She is beautiful, and she is young.

- Gathering - Draws Crowds

The "gathering" draws crowds. The "gathering" draws crowds. The "gathering" draws crowds. The "gathering" draws crowds.

Husband Ship U4

Husband Ship U4

Sailors prefer the U4 because it is faster. The U4 is faster than the U3. The U4 is faster than the U3. The U4 is faster than the U3.

Garden News

Sell Your Mother-in-Law

On the idea of getting a job, a mother-in-law, a son-in-law, etc. through the journal, classified personal to person want ads. 2 lines, 7 days $2 extra. Your photo will be used if you have one. Your photo will be used if you have one. Your photo will be used if you have one.

Clearance Sale 20% off

The Oklahoma Journal Classified

OR 2-3322

The Silent Minority Who Will Count With The Silent Majority

Bill Thorp

Watch It

There, Fellows

Lime Tree Underwear

Lime Tree Underwear

Lime Tree Underwear

Lime Tree Underwear
Grand Opening
SALE STARTS TODAY

DICK TIGER

MOBILE HOMES
... THE CAT THAT WON'T BE UNDERSOLD
7101 South Western, Okla. City

FREE
Curtis Mathes
COLOR TV
115" sq. in. Picture
value... regular value
of $300.78
with each mobile
home during this
big sale.

These 2 men...
Don Townsend and
Bob West are here to
serve you.
Both men are native
Oklahomans and long time
residents of Oklahoma City.